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We have studied the time-dependent structure factor for a one-dimensional kinetic Ising (KI)
model quenched from an initial to a final temperature. Our results deviate from those predicted
by a comparable time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau model in which one has simple exponential
relaxation from the initial to the final value of the structure factor. We find in our KI model
that there is a pulse in the structure factor which moves from large to small wave numbers as
time evolves. We discuss the physical origin of this effect.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of strongly nonequilibrium situations is
becoming increasingly important in statistical physics.
In this paper we study a simple strongly nonequilibri-
um problem. Consider a one-dimensional ferromag-
netic Ising chain with spins interacting via a nearest-
neighbor coupling only. Suppose this system is ini-

tially in equilibrium at temperature TI. At some time
to =0 we quench the system so that the time evolu-
tion of the Ising spins is governed by a kinetic Ising
(KI) dynamics which drives the system to some final
temperature TF. There are two main points we make
in this paper:

(i) We can solve this problem exactly. That is, we

can calculate the nonequilibrium time evolution of
quantities like the static structure factor over the en-
tire time regime. It seems useful to investigate any
such soluble nonequilibrium models.

(ii) We have found that even in this simple case
there is an interesting physical effect that we did not
anticipate. This effect, which will probably also occur
in higher-dimensional systems, corresponds to the
generation of a pulse which propagates in time from
large to small wave numbers in the static structure
factor. The existence of such a pulse seems to
depend only upon the existence of a temperature-
independent sum rule on the static structure factor
and a clear separation of time scales between short
and long wavelengths.

In Sec. II we define the nonequilibrium model of
interest which we then solve exactly in Sec. III. We
develop in Sec. IV the corresponding time-dependent
Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) description of the same
problem for comparison. We discuss the properties
of our solution of the KI model in Sec. V compared
with the TDGL description. We end the paper in
Sec. VI with a discussion of the implications of our
work with regard to higher dimensions and other
types of systems.

II. PROBLEM STUDIED

Let us consider a one-dimensional chain of fer-
romagnetically coupled Ising spins governed by a
nearest-neighbor Hamiltonian (mulitplied by —I/ks T
where T is the temperature)

0»[~] =It X(r;a;+, (2.1)

Here o-; is the Ising spin at lattice site i and
K = J/ks T where J is the exchange coupling. The
equilibrium statics for this system are governed by
the Boltzmann probability distribution

H~ [0]
P»[rr] =e /Z» (2.2)

where the partition function is given by

H»[0 j

In this simple case we can work out explicitly any
equilibrium quantity. For example, the static struc-
ture factor for this system,

C(q) = —Xe'"" &'(o.;a;)1

i,j
where a is the lattice spacing, N the total number of
spins, and ( ) indicates an equilibrium average, can
be evaluated and is found to be

(2.3)

(2.4)

1 —u'
C(q) =

1 + u~ —2u cosqa
(2.5)

BP [a, r] = D»P [ rr, r]
at

(2.6)

where u =tanhK.
In this paper we are interested in the dynamics of

this system as generated by a stochastic time evolu-
tion process. In particular, we consider the kinetic Is-
ing model due to Glauber. ' In this model the none-
quilibrium probability distribution P [ a, t] evolves ac-.
cording to a master equation
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where D» is a spin-flip operator (SFO)' of the form,
in matrix notation,

We are then interested in the subsequent time evolu-
tion of the system. We know that eventually

limP[o. , t] =P» [n] = P&—[o]- (2.17)

where

and

/

a $A~'l, 1 ——/r, '(/r, '+, +a /) /r;/r, (2.7)
CT, 0'

I

(2.8)

and we are interested in the time evolution between
the initial and final states.

In higher-dimensional systems there has been in-
terest in the evolution of the magnetization defined
as

(2.18)

y = tanh2K (2.9)

Various properties of this operator have been dis-
cussed elsewhere. ' Here we point out the important
property that m ( t) = e r (o)/ (2.19)

as a function of time. In the one-dimensional case,
in the absence of a magnetic field, this is zero unless
TI =0, in which case we obtain

D»P»[/r] =0 (2.10) where

That is, the equilibrium probability distribution is in-

variant under time evolution:
and

I' (q) = n(1 —y F cosqa) (2.20)

]DK
e P„[o]=P»[o] (2.11) y F = tanh2KF (2.21)

Furthermore this system is ergodic'

ED

lime P» [o] P»[o]
g ~oo 0

(2.12)

Much of the work on this system has been con-
cerned with fluctuations in equilibrium. In that case
one studies equilibrium time correlation functions of
the form

C(q, t) = —Xe'o't' CJ/(tJ)
i,j

CJ(t) = X/r;o JP[/r, tl

(2.22)

(2.23)

For the rest of this paper we will concentrate on
the time evolution of the structure factor

fpK
C»(t) = (o Je o, ) (2.13)

and the average is over the equilibrium probability
distribution P»[o] and D [o.la'] —= D»[a'lo. ]. One
of the nice features of the Glauber form for D"
given by Eq. (2.7) is that we can solve for the
Fourier transform of C/J(t) exactly:

III. DETERMINATION OF C (q, t)

D,J(t) = C,J(t) —C,J (3.1)

As a first step in determining C (q, t) let us intro-
duce the auxiliary quantity

C(q, t) = C(q)e "

where

I'(q) = n(1 —ycosqa)

(2.14)

(2.15)

which decays to zero for long times. After a few
rearrangements we can write

KF

DJ(t) = X(PJ[/r] Pr[o])e o;aJ—(3.2)
In this paper we address a different physical situa-

tion. Suppose for times t & 0 we have a system in
equilibrium at temperature TI and coupling KI and
described statistically by the stationary probability dis-
tribution P» [o]= P/[o]. At —time t =0 we rapidlyI
quench the system so that the subsequent dynamics

are governed by the SFO D . For times t ~ 0 we
KF

assume that the probability distribution governing the
system is given by

If we use the identity

/

-KF YF
D~ /r//rj —a 2 /r//rJ [oJ(0 /+/ + /r/ })2

+/r;(/rJ~, +/rJ /)]

gpKF
P[o, t] = e Pt[/r] (2.16) + a8»[2 —yra/(o/+/+ o., &) ] (3.3)
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and Fourier-Laplace transform D&(t),

D(q, z)= —r'J~ dte+'" Q—' ' ~ D,J(t), (3.4)
1

i,J

and

dq I
Ip(z) = -~ 2~ z+2i I ~(q)

(3.9)

we find that

[z+2i I' (q)]D(q, z)

Inserting this result back into the equation for
D(q, z) we obtain

=C'(q) —C (q) —I y[D', ;,(z) +D, ; (z)]

r

D(q, z) =[z+2iI'~(q)] C (q) —C (q)
1,(z)
1,(z)

However (3.5)
(3.10)

I((z)
D(;+)(z)

2
' I ( )

where

(3.7)

I, (z) = 7 [z+2iI~(q)] ''[C (q) —C (q)] (3.8)"-~ 2m

dq
D;,+)(z) =D;, )(z) =

~ e '~'D (q,z), (3.6)

so we can easily solve for D;;+)(z) to obtain

In this form we see that the exact sum rule

D(q, z) =D;;(z) =0dq

~ 2K
(3.11)

which follows from Eq. (3.2) evaluated for i =j, is
satisfied trivially by our solution. It is then a matter
of straightforward integration to evaluate the ratio
l((z) /Io(z) explicitly:

y, (z) 2ia(1 —y)';)''
t

Ip(z) Q (z)

p
r i/2

1 VF1—
z +2i n(1 —yF/ys) yr 1 —yF

{?(z) ——[I —g (z) 1
1 (3.12)

where

2

1 —ye —(z/2u)' —iz/a

1/2

(3.13)

We then have the solution for C(q, t) given by

C(q, t) = C (q) +i 7 e '*'D(q, z) (3.15)

In the limit as z 0 one obtains the result

g, (0) 2uq(u) up)

Io(0) (I —u)up) (I —up)
(3.14)

together with Eqs. (3.10), (3.12), and (3.13). This
can be simplified using complex variable theory. We
find

-F 2p, t zr ( ) „, ([x —2I (0) ] [2r'(~) ]) '
Cq, t=C q+ ' dxe"'

"zr (0) x(2p —x) [21' (q) —x]
(3.16)

where the integral is a principal-value integral and

p = ~(I yF/yr)— equilibrium statistics are governed by the probability
distribution

IV. TIME-DEPENDENT GINZBURG-LANDAU
DESCRIPTION OF THE SAME PROBLEM

j'[y] = -'(~)/z, ,

where F is the Ginzburg-Landau free energy

(4.1)

Before looking at Eq. (3.15) it is worthwhile to
look at the results for the same problem analyzed us-
ing the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau model
(TDGL).4 In this case the fixed length spin variables
are replaced by continuum fields Q(x) and the

F [rtr] = —
J d'«[~P'"'1'+. ,$'(x) + —"rt '(x)

2 2

(4.2)

(we define the model in d dimensions) and ZG is the
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partition function which is the functional integral

Z, = JID(@).— l~l . (4.3)

The temperature dependence is absorbed in the con-
stants c, ro, and u. The dynamics in this model are
generated by a generalized Fokker-Planck operator

V. BEHAVIOR OF C (q, t)

C(q, t) = C (q) —ntS(q) +0(t') (s.l)

Let us consider first the short-time behavior of
C(q, t). We easily obtain

Da= Jl d x I'p +, (4.4) where

~here I 0 is assumed to be temperature independent.
The nonequilibrium structure factor of interest in this
case is given by

CTDGL(q t)

= —Ji d xd x'e' ' " " CTDGL(x —x,t), (4.5)

2(y, —yF) (cosqa —u, )
S(q) =

(1 —y j) 't (1 —ytcosqa)

Notice that for a wave number q2, defined by

cosq2a = ul

(5.2)

(s.3)

where

TF

cTDGL(x —x;t) = JtD(d)@(x)y(x')e a, [y] .

(4.6)

the linear term in time in (5.1) vanishes. If we treat
the case yF & yt then for q & q2, S(q) & 0 and
C (q, t) initially decreases. If, however, q & q2,
S(q) & 0, and C (q, t) initially increases. Note also,
however, that there is some wave number q~ where
Ct(qt) = CF(qt) and which is given by

It is straightforward to show, to zeroth order in the
quartic coupling u, that cosqta = tanh(Kt +KF) (5.4)

where

CGL(q) =
cFq'+ roF

C,'„(q)= »'
Cq +f0

I'F =I'p(e q +r()

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

The result for the TDGL model given by (4.7) is
very simple and intuitively obvious. Each Fourier
component "relaxes" from its initial to its final
values with a simple exponential time dependence.

For a large quartic coupling u and negative ro in
(4.2) we expect that the TDGL and kinetic Ising
models should be rather similar. 4 It is also natural,
because of our experiences in dynamic critical
phenomena, to associate the TDGL model with the
kinetic Ising model. Presumably they are in the same
universality class. Typically, in dealing with the
TDGL model, we must resort to perturbation theory
in the quartic coupling u. As a first approximation
then, we expect that a "relaxational" form like (4.7),
given by

Ctt(q, t) =C (q) +e '" '"'[C (q) —C (q)], (4.11)

might be a good approximation to C(q, t) given by
Eq. (3.15).

CTDGL( qi ) GL ( q)

2rF( ),+e [CGL(q) —CGL(q)], (4.7)

e 2rF(p) t—
C(q, t) = C (q) +

4 rr QyFt

yF yr 1

( I - yF) ( I —yt) (1-cosqa)
(s.s)

The zero at yF = yi corresponds to no quench, while
the poles at yF or yl =1 correspond to "freezing in"
at T =0. Again we can see a difference from the re-
laxation result given by Eq. (4.11). Note first that

-2rot
the asymptotic decay goes as e p/t3t2 instead of the

-2r r
considerably more rapid behavior e ~ . Next we ob-
serve that the relaxation result for q ( qI predicts
that C(q, t) —C & 0 as t ~ and we approach
C (q) from below. Equation (5.4) tells us however
that C(q, t) —C &0 as t ~. That is, we approach
C (q) from above.

The q =0 limit of C(q, t) for long times is a special
case not given by (5.5). We find in the long-time

If, for example, K~=0.5 and EF =1, then q2a =1.09
and qta =0.439. For q & q, l C (q) & CF(q), and for
q & qt, Ct(q) & CF(q). We see then for
q~ & q & q2 C(q, t) initially increases even though
C (q) & C'(q). Therefore there must be a time
when C(q, t) stops growing and begins its final decay
to CF(q).

Looking at the long-time behavior we find (for
q &0)
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FIG. 1. C(q, t) as a function of q for Kl =o.5, &F=1.o.
The solid lines are C (q) and C (q). Intermediate times
nt =0.52, 1.41, 3.13, 8.4 are shown in dashed lines and/or
dots.

limit

C(0, t) —C (0)

(5.6)
and C(0, t) approaches C (0) from below.

In Figs. 1—3 we present results for intermediate

FIG. 3. The structure factor minus the relaxational com-
ponent is plotted as a function of t for qa =0.4, 0.5, 0.6.
x(q, t) =C(q, t) —Ca(q, t) K1=01.and KF=1.0.

times. In Fig. 1 we plot C(q, r) as a function of q for
various times for a quench from KI =0.5 to KF =1.
Inspection of Fig. 1 shows an agreement with our ar-
guments above that for intermediate wave numbers
the structure factor does not simply relax from its ini-
tial to its final value. Thus we see, for example, for
qa = q~a —0.44 [where C (q) = C (q) ] that initially
C(q, t) rises by a factor of —30% and then decays
back to its final value. We can plot the time when
the maximum occurs, as shown in Fig. 2, and see
that the time when the maximum occurs for a given
wave number increases rapidly with decreasing value
of the wave number. In Fig. 3 we have plotted the
difference between our structure factor and the relax-
ational form (4.11). This emphasizes the role of
these "structure pulses" which are not present in the
relaxational approximation.

The physics behind the pulse which moves in time
from large to small wave numbers is straightforward.
As time evolves the short-wavelength degrees of
freedom will relax to their final values more rapidly
[see Eq. (2.15)] than do the long-wavelength degrees
of freedom. However, we have a sum rule,

(5.7)

iq=!.08

'o

FIG. 2, Peak values of C(q, t) are plotted as a function of
the time at which they occur for a given q. Some specific
values of q are marked with an x to show that large-q modes
reach a maximum much earlier than small-q modes. These
data are for K& =0.5 and K+=1.0.

which holds for all times. If C(q, t) has lost weight
for large q's then where is the weight to go? Clearly
it must move to progressively smaller wavenumbers.

It is clear that the nonequilibrium dynamics of the
KI model and that of the TDGL model are qualita-
tively different for a wide range of wave numbers
0 & q & q2. This difference is essentially due to the
fixed length spin condition in the Ising model and the
existence of an associated temperature-independent
sum rule.
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VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR OTHER SYSTEMS
AND HIGHER DIMENSIONS

eter is conserved and ~here there is clearer separa-
tion of time scales as one varies the wave number.

It seems that these structure pulses should exist in
higher dimensions and other types of dynamical sys-
tems. Physically they seem to require only that one
range of Fourier components decay more rapidly than
another range and that there exist a temperature in-

dependent (or weakly dependent) sum rule for the
structure factor. We expect an even more pro-
nounced effect in systems where the "order" param-
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